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Lesson:
Landing Pattern
Objectives:
o Knowledge
• An understanding of the purposes of a landing pattern
• An understanding of the components of a landing pattern
• A working knowledge of Condor’s Flight Analysis function
o Skill
• The ability to fly a landing approach to a preselected point on the earth’s surface
• The ability to maintain level flight and make constant-rate turns by reference of a wingtip to
the horizon
• The ability to mitigate Condor’s limited field of view using point-of-view controls
Materials / Equipment
Publications
o Flight Training Manual for Gliders (Russell Holtz)
• Lesson 5.1 Landing Checklist
• Lesson 5.2 Introduction to the Landing Pattern
Documents
o Landing_Checklist.pdf
Simulation Files
Flight Plan
o Landing_Pattern_Ajdovscina.fpl
o Landing_Pattern_Celje.fpl
o Landing_Pattern_Lesce_Bled.fpl
o
o
o
o

Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_09_LT.fpl
Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_09_RT.fpl
Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_27_LT.fpl
Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_27_RT.fpl

o
o
o
o

Landing_Pattern_Novo_Mesto.fpl
Landing_Pattern_Postojna.fpl
Landing_Pattern_Ptuj.fpl
Landing_Pattern_Slovenj_Gradec.fpl

Flight Track
o Landing_Pattern_E8_Demo.ftr
Replay
o Landing_Pattern_E1_Demo.rpy
o Landing_Pattern_E4_Demo.rpy
o Landing_Pattern_E8_Demo.rpy
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Prerequisite Skills
Because of Condor’s limited field of view, it is important to develop the simulation-related skills of View
Control and Wing-tip Turning. While these skills are generally helpful in maintaining situational awareness
(knowing where you are vs. where you want to be), they are essential to flying well-executed landings patterns.
View Control
View Control is the ability to direct Condor’s limited field of view to wherever you need to be looking. This
skill is often call “panning”. A review of Condor’s available views, view control features, and panning is
available on pages 39-45 of my Condor Orientation document, available for review and download from my
website under the Condor drop-down menu.
To begin development of your Condor view control skills, I recommend using Condor’s Replay function.
While in Replay mode, Condor is doing all the flying, freeing you to concentrate on performing the view
control functions. The Exercise 1 – Demonstration will help you get started.
Once you are comfortable using the view controls in Replay mode, begin incorporating them into a number of
Free Flight practice sessions. Initially, I recommend not trying to redirect the view while also applying flight
control inputs. With practice you will be able to perform both functions simultaneously without much
conscious thought.
Wing-Tip Turning
In the same way pitch attitude can be controlled by comparing some forward component of the glider to the
horizon, the glider’s bank attitude can be controlled by comparing the relative position of a wingtip to the
horizon. This technique is demonstrated in the Wing-Tip Turning tutorial, available for review and download
from my website under the Condor drop-down menu.
After reviewing the tutorial, use Condor’s Free Flight function to master the technique of maintaining level
flight and making controlled constant-rate turns, and turns to headings, by reference to the wingtip and horizon
only.
Figures 1-3 show the bank attitude of the glider being maintained using the visual relationship between the
wingtip and the horizon. Figure 1 shows the glider in level flight, paralleling the runway. Figure 2 has the
aircraft in a controlled left turn toward the runway. Figure 3 shows the glider having been returned to level
flight at 90 degrees to the runway. All by reference of the wingtip to the horizon.
Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

The ability to control the flight path of the glider while maintaining a visual reference to the landing
environment is critical to flying good landing approaches. The wingtip-to-horizon visual reference technique
works as well in the real world as it does when mitigating Condor’s limited field of view.
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Introduction
Returning an unpowered aircraft to a specific place on the earth’s surface is a rather complex three-dimensional
management problem. The landing pattern represents a set of concepts and procedures by which a glider pilot
deals with that complexity.
In general, airport traffic patterns are developed to provide for the safe and orderly flow of air traffic into (and
out of) the vicinity of the airport. Whenever possible, glider pilots should follow the normal and/or established
flow of traffic. That said, the primary purpose of any landing pattern in a glider is a safe and accurate landing.
To that end, glider pilots are free to fly any landing pattern required.
Exercise 1 - Getting up to Speed
The abilities to control airspeed, execute streamlined turns, and control the descent of the glider are fundamental
to flying an approach to land (landing pattern). However, actually flying a landing pattern requires that those
skills to be performed simultaneously and within a relatively compressed time frame.
This exercise uses a visual aid called “Highway in the Sky” (HITS); a series of “windows” that sequentially
guide you along a pre-determined horizontal and vertical flight path.
Exercise 1 - Demonstration – Part 1
Set-up
• View
• Press
•
•
•
•

Replay Landing_Pattern_E1_Demo.rpy
“|<<”
to reset the demonstration to the
beginning
Press
F9
to turn the Replay camera OFF
Press
F2
to invoke External-Glider view
Position the view as shown in Figure 4
Press “P”
to start the demonstration

Figure 4

Play-by-Play
1. As the flight begins, the glider makes a right turn and
flies out toward the 1st window. To help maintain your
situational awareness on the way, alternate between the view ahead, toward the highlighted (yellow/red)
window (Figure 5), and the view back toward the airport (Figure 6).
Figure 5

Figure 6
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Exercise 1 - Demonstration – Part 1 == Play-by-Play (cont.)
2. After passing the 1st window outbound from the
airport (Figure 7), the glider reverses direction and
flies back toward the airport (Figure 8).

Figure 7

As the turn progresses, adjust the point-of-view to
keep the glider, the airport, and the window in
sight.
Figure 8

Figure 9
3. After passing through the 1st window (Figure 9),
the next window in the sequence is highlighted.
Note:

For the remainder of the demonstration,
adjust the point-of-view to keep the glider
and the landing area (1st third of the runway)
in sight at all times.

Figure 10
4. Just before passing through the 2nd window, the
glider begins a turn to the right to line up with the
3rd window in the series (Figure 10).
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Exercise 1 - Demonstration – Part 1 == Play-by-Play (cont.)

Figure 11

5. Between the 2nd and 3rd windows (Figure 11),
adjust the point-of-view to keep the airport, the
glider, and the 3rd window in sight as long as
possible.
Zooming Out (keyboard letter “O”) will help.
When you can no longer keep the 3rd window in
sight, adjust the point-of-view to keep the airport,
the glider, and the 4th window in sight.
(Figures 12, 13).
Figure 12

Figure 13

6. After passing through the 3rd window (Figure 14), the glider turns left, and proceeds toward the 4th window
(Figure 15).
Adjust the point-of-view to keep the glider, the airport, and the 4th window in sight.
Figure 14

Figure 15
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Exercise 1 - Demonstration – Part 1 == Play-by-Play (cont.)
7. As the glider approaches the 4th window, it turns left to line up with the runway (Figure 16) and flies a
controlled descent to the base of the pole on the runway (Figures 17).
Figure 16

Exercise 1 – Demonstration – Part 2
8. Watch the demonstration again, this time from inside the aircraft.
• Press
“|<<”
to reset the Replay to the beginning
• Press
F1
to invoke Cockpit View
• Press
F9
to turn the Replay camera ON
• Press
“P”
to start the demonstration
9. As the demonstration ends
• Press
ESC
• Click on EXIT REPLAY
• Click on OK
• Select
CANCEL to return to Condor’s main menu

Figure 17
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Exercise 1 – Flight Performance
Objectives
• Maintain the assigned airspeed == 42 knots ( -5/+10 knots )
• Make streamlined (straight yaw string) turns
• Control your descent to the vertical center of each window, and to the base of the pole on the runway
• Continue to practice and improve your view control and wingtip-reference turning skills
Set-up
• Select
Free Flight
• Load
User Flight Plan == Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_09_LT.fpl
• Select
Start flight
• Press
“J” == to turn the windows ON
• Press
ESC
• Click on READY FOR FLIGHT
Play-by-Play
1. As the flight begins, stabilize the glider’s airspeed at 42 knots.
2. Look to your right to clear the airspace (Figure 18), then execute a wingtip-reference right turn toward the
1st window (Figure 19). Assume a heading to the right of the window.
Figure 18

Figure 19

3. As you approach the 1st window (Figure 20), switch to a wingtip reference to keep it in sight (Figure 21).
Figure 20

Figure 21
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Exercise 1 – Flight Performance (cont.)
4. As you pass by the 1st window, continue to adjust the point-of-view to keep the window, the wingtip, and
the horizon in sight (Figures 22, 23).
Figure 22

Figure 23

5. While maintaining your wingtip reference, keep the 1st window in view as you make a reversing turn
(Figures 24, 25, 26).
Figure 24

Figure 25

6. After passing through the 1st window, make a
controlled descent to the 2nd window.
Slightly before passing through the 2nd window
(Figure 27) begin a 45-degree right turn toward
the next window.

Figure 26

Figure 27
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Exercise 1 – Flight Performance (cont.)
7. After passing through the 2nd window, complete your turn to line up with the 3rd window (Figure 28).
Establish a controlled descent to the center of the 3rd window, then press “P” to PAUSE the simulation and
look at the landing area to your left (Figure 29).
Continue toward the 3rd window by centering your view forward and pressing “P” to resume the simulation.
Figure 28

Figure 29

8. After passing through the 3rd window, adjust the point-of-view to the left wingtip and turn left toward the 4th
window. As you do, the airport will come into view (Figure 30).
Adjust the point-of-view to keep the wingtip, the horizon, the airport, and the 4th window in sight. Roll out
of the turn when the wingtip appears to be just forward of the 2nd window (Figure 31).
Figure 30

Figure 31
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Exercise 1 – Flight Performance (cont.)
9. Continue toward the 4th window using a wingtip visual reference (Figure 32). As you approach the 4th
window, you have two options for making a left turn to align with the runway.
Option 1 Center your view (forward); then turn left to bring the 4th window and runway into view.
Option 2 Use your turn-to-heading skills to keep the window and runway in sight, adjusting the point-ofview as you make the turn.
Figure 32
Note:
You may want to start with Option 1.
However, as you become more
comfortable with flying the exercise,
transition to Option 2 as the superior
method for maintaining situational
awareness.
As you make the turn to align with the runway,
control your descent horizontally and vertically
through the center of the 4th window.

Figure 33
10. After passing through the 4th window (Figure 33),
fly a controlled descent to the base of the pole in
the runway.
11. Before contacting the ground,
• Press “P” to PAUSE the simulation
• Press
ESC
• Select EXIT FLIGHT
• Select OK

12. Select a DEBRIEFING option
• REFLY repeats the exercise
• DONE terminates the exercise and returns to Condor’s main menu
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Landing Pattern Components – Introduction/Overview
In addition to sharpening your fundamental flying skills, Exercise 1 was designed to subconsciously introduce
you to the standard landing pattern. Each window/pole in the exercise represents a transition point between
glide segments referred to as “legs” of the landing pattern.
Figure 34
Entry Leg
Flown between the 1st & 2nd windows, and at a 45-degree angle
to the runway (Figure 34), the Entry Leg functions like a
freeway entrance ramp, providing a smooth merge into the
main flow of traffic and aiding collision avoidance by affording
a clear view of the entire traffic pattern.
The start-point of the Entry Leg is often referred to as the
“initial point” of the landing pattern.

Downwind Leg
Flown parallel to the runway (between the 2nd and 3rd windows)
the Downwind Leg, a.k.a., “Downwind” (Figure 35) provides a
clear view of the landing area and the remaining pattern legs.

Figure 35

The Downwind leg typically starts abeam the mid-point of the
landing runway and terminates at the turn onto the Base leg.

Figure 36
Base Leg
The flight segment between windows 3 and 4 is the Base Leg,
a.k.a., “Base” (Figure 36). Typically flown perpendicular (at a
90-degree angle) to the Final Approach, the Base leg provides a
clear view of the landing area (to the left) and the extended
Final Approach corridor (to the right).
The Base leg starts and ends at points directly abeam the initial
point of the Final Approach leg (the 4th window).

Final Approach Leg
Flown between the 4th window and a pre-selected point on the
runway surface (base of the pole on the runway), the primary
purpose of the Final Approach (Figure 37) is to accurately
bring the aircraft to the start of the actual landing maneuver.

Figure 37
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Landing Pattern Components – In Detail
In the same way a safe and accurate landing maneuver depends on a well-executed landing pattern, the success
of each component leg of the pattern depends on the proper execution of the preceding leg. Within that context,
it makes sense to cover the landing pattern components in reverse order.
Figure 38
Final Approach
The Final Approach leg (Figure 38), often simply
referred to as “Final”, requires the most precision by
virtue of its proximity to the ground and the rapidly
decreasing lateral limits imposed by width of the
runway. Not only is Final Approach the most critical, it
is the only leg of the landing pattern that is “not”
optional.
To help ensure the required level of precision, the Final
Approach leg needs to be “stabilized”.
A stabilized final approach is one in which the glider has been pre-configured to land, is on speed, on glide
path, and aligned with the runway prior to reaching a predetermined altitude above ground level (AGL).
• pre-configured to land
o landing gear down,
o landing flaps set as required
• on speed
o trimmed to maintain a steady, pre-determined, optimal airspeed
• on glide path
o descending at a constant, optimized glide angle,
o toward the approach Aim Point, defined here as a predetermined point on the runway
• aligned with the runway
o tracking the runway’s extended centerline
Figure 39
On Speed
Selection of an appropriate airspeed on Final Approach employs the
concept of “Speed to Fly”. Without getting into a detailed description
of speed-to-fly theory, it can be shown that over-the-ground glide
performance is optimized by flying at a specific airspeed, given a
specific condition of horizontal and/or vertical airmass movement.
The optimal speed-to-fly can be determined using the glider’s polar
(glide performance chart). The ASK-13’s polar (Figure 39) shows 42
knots as the speed-to-fly for maximum glide performance in the calm
(zero wind) conditions used in this lesson.
In addition to maximizing glide ratio, the selected landing pattern airspeed (angle of attack) helps ensure a safe
margin above the ASK-13’s stall speed of 30 knots.
Speed-to-fly will come into play in greater prominence in future lessons that address the effect of airmass
movement on ground track.
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On Glide Path
Of the variables requiring management on Final approach, glide path is the most difficult to establish and
maintain. Glide path is a function of ground speed and descent rate, both of which are functions of time and
airmass movement. Essentially, the glider needs to fly the length of the Final Approach in the same amount of
time it takes to reach the ground. In the interest of simplicity, a calm (no wind) airmass is assumed in this
lesson. As such, ground speed and airspeed are equivalent. Later lessons will address the effects of airmass
movement on the landing pattern, including the effect of ground speed on glide performance.
Glide Performance
Figure 40 shows the glide performance envelope of Condor’s ASK-13 when the aircraft is flown at its best
(calm-air) glide airspeed of 42 knots. Under these conditions, a stabilized glide path could be flown using any
combination of altitude and distance within the envelope.
Figure 40

Lift/Sink
Lift and Sink are terms often used to describe the vertical movement of the airmass. Even on seemingly calm
(windless) days, uneven heating of the ground can result in localized areas of relatively buoyant (lifting) air and
corresponding areas of descending (sinking) air. Encountering lift and/or sink while on Final Approach effects
the glider’s descent rate and, in so doing, disrupts an otherwise stable (constant angle) glide path.
To mitigate the effects of lift/sink on Final Approach, best practice suggests employing an optimized descent
profile, defined here as a glide path ½ way between the performance limits of the aircraft. This optimization
provides the greatest flexibility in dealing with variations caused by vertical movement of the air mass.
Figure 41 shows the optimized descent profile (green line) for Condor’s ASK-13 in a calm airmass. A segment
of the optimized descent profile (yellow line) was flown in Exercise 1.
In general, the Final Approach should be stabilized ½ to ¾ of a mile from the Aim Point of the approach and
prior to descending below 300-400 feet AGL.
Figure 41
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Base Leg
In the same way a stabilized Final Approach helps ensure a safe and accurate arrival into the runway (landing)
environment, the primary purpose of the Base leg (Figure 42) is to ensure an accurate arrival at a predetermined initial point of the Final Approach (e.g., ½ to ¾ mile from the Final Approach Aim Point and 300400 feet AGL) .
Figure 42
While not a requirement, it is considered best
practice to fly the Base leg at 90 degrees to the
Final Approach. The 90-degree approach angle
provides a clear line of sight to the intended
landing area (Aim Point), as well as to the
airspace out along the extended Final Approach
course. It is not uncommon for airplane traffic to
make long, straight-in (Final) approaches to
uncontrolled airports, so having a clear line of
sight along the extended Final Approach path is
critical to collision avoidance.
In calm (no wind) conditions, I recommend a
descent profile on Base identical to the optimized
profile to be flown on Final, i.e.,
• ½ to ¾ mile in length
• having a 300 to 400-foot vertical descent
• flown at the appropriate calm-air speed-to-fly
A common question in landing pattern flight training is:
How do I know when to turn onto the Base leg?
The answer is suggested by the recommended 90-degree approach angle and optimized descent profile.
Turn onto the Base leg when the glider is ½ to ¾ of a mile directly abeam (along-side), and 300-400 feet
above, the point at which you intend to turn onto the Final Approach.
In short, where you turn Base is determined by where you intend to turn Final.
If while on Base, you encounter unusual lift or sink, or you initiated the Base leg with too much or too little
altitude, such that dive brake inputs cannot ensure arrival onto Final at the pre-determined altitude, the Base
leg’s flight path can be altered as needed to intersect the Final Approach at a compensating point.
Figure 43
For example, in Figure 43, if your intent was to
turn Final 400 ft above and 3800 ft from the Aim
Point, but while on Base it became clear you
would arrive on Final at 300 ft AGL instead, the
glider could be redirected to intersect the glide
path closer to the Aim Point, e.g., at 2800 ft.
Likewise, if despite your best efforts, it appeared
the glider would arrive on Final 100 feet higher
than planned, the Base leg could be flown to an
intersection with the Final Approach appropriately
farther from the Aim Point, e.g., 4800 ft.
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Downwind Leg
At this point in the discussion, you may have noticed a developing pattern of dependency. A safe and accurate
landing maneuver depends on a well-executed (stabilized) Final Approach, and an accurate Final Approach
depends on a well-executed Base leg. It follows then that the main purpose of the Downwind leg (Figure 44) is
to set the stage for a well-executed Base leg.
Figure 44
The Downwind leg is flown parallel to the
runway, 90 degrees to the Base leg, and
opposite in direction to the Final approach.
It extends from the mid-point of the
runway to the turn onto Base, with its
lateral distance from the runway
determining the length of the Base leg
(e.g., ½ to ¾ mile in calm conditions).
The Downwind leg is entered at the
recommended (published) pattern altitude
for the airport, typically 1000 feet AGL.
Arrival into the primary flow of traffic, at
the midpoint of the runway and at pattern altitude, contributes to collision avoidance by placing your aircraft
where other pilots expect to see it.
Entry Leg
A properly executed Entry leg (Figure 45)
ensures an accurate arrival onto the
Downwind leg.
In addition to providing a smooth merge
into the primary flow of traffic, and
contributing to collision avoidance, the
Entry leg is good place to establish the
glider’s approach speed and to begin
configuring it to land.
The initial altitude of the Entry leg should
allow for a normal descent to the
published traffic pattern altitude as the
glider arrives onto Downwind.

Figure 45
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Exercise 2 - Imprinting
In this exercise, the Windows in the Sky serve as precision markers that very accurately position the glider at
critical points in the landing pattern. The objective of this series of flights is to begin visually imprinting on
your brain the exact appearance of the runway environment from specific points in the landing pattern. With
repeated exposure, these positionally-accurate visual impressions become the basis by which you learn to
recognize any future deviations between where you are and where you ought to be.
Objectives
• Visual imprinting of the landing pattern
• Introduction to the Pre-landing Checklist
• Improved fundamental flight skills (airspeed control, streamlined turns, descent control)
Set-up
• Select Free Flight
• Load User Flight Plan == Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_09_LT.fpl
• Start Flight
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON
• Press ESC
• Select Ready for Flight
Play-by-Play
1. Stabilize the glider’s airspeed at 42 knots.
2. Use your View Control and Wing-Tip turning techniques to
• clear the airspace to your right and turn toward the 1st window
• fly out past the 1st window, keeping it in sight at all times
• once past the window, turn around and head back toward it
• fly through the center of the window
3. Just before passing through the 1st
window
• Press “J” to turns the windows
OFF
• Press “P” to PAUSE the
simulation

Figure 46

Figure 46 shows the view of the airport
from the IP (Initial Point) of the
landing pattern; the start of the Entry
leg.
Pay particular attention to the angular
relationship to the airport.
Note your altitude and relate it to the airport elevation of 606 feet MSL.
4. To continue the flight
• Press “P” to resume the simulation
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON
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Exercise 2 – Imprinting == Play by Play (cont.)
5. Just before passing through the 2nd
window
• Press “J” to turns the windows
OFF
• Press “P” to PAUSE the
simulation

Figure 47

Adjust your view to look directly at the
airport. Figure 47 shows the view of
the airport as the glider is about to turn
onto to the Downwind leg.
Note the angular relationship to the
runway.
Note your altitude MSL (altimeter reading) and compute the altitude AGL based on the field elevation of
606 feet MSL. Compare your altitude AGL to the recommended pattern entry altitude of 1000 feet AGL.
6. To continue the flight
• Press “P” to resume the simulation
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON
•
•

Turn
Establish

•
•

Press “J” to turn the windows OFF
Press “P” to PAUSE the simulation

right onto the Downwind leg
a controlled descent to the center of the 3rd window

7. Direct your view to the landing area
down and to your left (Figure 48).
Note the glider’s angular relationship
to the runway from this position in the
landing pattern.
A shallower angular appearance would
suggest the glider is lower and/or
farther away from the runway than it
should be at this point in the approach.
A steeper-looking angle to the runway
would suggest the glider is either
higher and/or closer than ideal.
8. To continue the flight
• Center
the view forward
• Press “P” to resume the simulation
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON

Figure 48
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Exercise 2 – Imprinting == Play by Play (cont.)
9. Just before passing through the 3rd
window
• Press “J” to turn the
windows OFF
• Press “P” to PAUSE the
simulation

Figure 49

Figure 49 shows the view of the
runway (at least the section not
blocked by the wing) as the glider
is about to turn onto the Base leg.
Ideally, to maintain situational
awareness, visual contact with the
landing environment should be
maintained at all times. In low/mid-wing aircraft, this may require lowering the wing.
Note the angular relationship to the landing area and your altitude. As you turn Base, you should be 300400 feet above the altitude you intend to turn Final (300-400 AGL) i.e., 600-800 feet above the airport.
Note your altitude MSL (altimeter reading).
10. To continue the flight
• Center
the view forward
• Press “P” to resume the simulation
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON
11. After passing through the 3rd window, adjust the point-of-view to the left wingtip. Use your turn-to-heading
skills to turn left toward the 4th window and onto the Base leg. Leave enough room to the right of the
window to complete your turn to Final before passing through the 4th window.
Once established on Base
• Press “J” to turn the windows OFF
• Press “P” to PAUSE the
simulation
12. Direct the point-of-view to the landing
area down and to your left (Figure 50).
Note that the angular relationship to
the runway is identical to that on
Downwind (Figure 48), even though
the glider is now nearly 500 feet lower.
13. To continue the flight
• Center
the view forward
• Press “P” to resume the
simulation
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON

Figure 50
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Exercise 2 – Imprinting == Play by Play (cont.)
14. Use your view control and wingtip reference skills to fly the Base leg and execute the turn onto Final.
After passing through the 4th window (Figure 51)
• Press “J” to turn the windows OFF
• Press “P” to PAUSE the simulation
th

15. The 4 window sets the stage for a
stabilized Final Approach leg, placing
the glider ½ to ¾ of mile from the Aim
Point and 300-400 feet above the
landing surface.

Figure 51

Note the angular relationship to the
runway.
Note your altitude MSL.
•
•

Press “P” to resume the
simulation
Press “J” to turn the windows
ON

16. Fly a stabilized Final Approach to the Aim Point (base of the pole on the runway).
17. Prior to contacting the ground
• Press “P”
to PAUSE the simulation
• Press ESC
to Exit Free Flight mode
• Click Exit Flight on the Game Menu
• Click OK
on the REALLY EXIT? panel
18. Select a DEBRIEFING option
• REFLY
to repeat the exercise
• DONE
to terminate the exercise and return to Condor’s main menu
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Landing Pattern Evaluation and Critique
Condor’s View Replay and Flight Analysis functions each provide a useful way to self-evaluate and critique
your landing patterns.
Both functions are available on Condor’s main menu (Figure 52), assuming the corresponding file type (Replay
(.rpy), Flight Track (.ftr)) has seen saved via the DEBFIEFING panel (Figure 53) upon Exiting a Free Flight
session. Flight Analysis is also available directly from the DEBRIEFING panel and Condor’s main menu,
without explicitly saving a Flight Track. This direct analysis uses the “LastTrack.ftr” file, saved by default
after each Free Flight session.
Complete reviews of the View Replay and Flight Analysis functions are available from my Condor Orientation
document.
Figure 52

Figure 53

View Replay
I often describe Condor’s Replay feature as “GoPro on steroids”. GoPro cameras were originally developed to
help athletes “Go Pro” by allowing them to video-record and critique their own performances. In the same way,
Condor’s Replay function enables its users to evaluate their own flight performances, providing not only the
very intuitive external view (Figure 54), but also the mind’s eye view of the flight from inside the cockpit
(Figure 55).
Figure 54
Figure 55
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Flight Analysis

Figure 56

After flying a landing approach visually,
Condor’s Flight Analysis feature can be
used to compare the flight’s ground track
to the recommended pattern, compare
transition-point (window) altitudes to the
expected or recommended values, and
evaluate airspeed control.
Figure 56 shows a Flight Analysis panel
for Exercise 1 of this lesson.
The dashed blue line is the route the tow
plane would take to the IP, whether or not
a tow is specified. Condor thinks the IP is
the START of a competition task.
The solid blue lines correspond to the legs
of the traffic pattern.
The red line traces the ground track of the glider.
The green U-shaped icons are the windows (competition task turn-points). For some reason Condor’s Flight
Analysis function depicts the windows as being “much” larger than their actual specified dimensions.
Figure 56 shows the first 3:13 of a 9 AM flight. The glider (white icon) is IP-inbound. The parameter panel at
the right shows the glider with sufficient altitude to ensure arrival on Downwind at the recommended traffic
pattern altitude of 1606 ft MSL (1000 AGL)). Airspeed is 44 knots, 1 knot under the Soaring Safety
Foundation’s recommended calm air approach speed of 1.5 Vso for the ASK-13 flown in the exercise.
Figure 57
Figure 57 shows the ability to
• display a complete ground track
• compare multiple ground tracks, e.g.,
o (blue) a flight made with the
windows turned ON
o (red) a flight made with the
windows turned OFF
Note: The red flight used
• imprinted visual images
• occasional reference to the
altimeter and airspeed indicator
• point-of-view control
• wingtip visual reference, as
needed to keep the airport in
view
‘Exactly the skills and techniques
required to fly a landing pattern in
the real world.
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Incorporating the Pre-landing Checklist
Review the Landing_Checklist.pdf document available under Documents/Reference on the Landing Pattern
lesson page at gliderCFI.com. Commit the following checklist to memory and use it on “every” landing
approach from this point forward.
RUFSTALL
1. Radio call
2. Undercarriage
3. Flaps
4. Speed
5. Trim
6. Airbrake
7. Look

announce aircraft category, position, and intentions
lower the landing gear or declare it “fixed in place”
set as recommended/needed or declare “no flaps on this ship”
determine and establish the appropriate speed-to-fly
set to hold the established speed-to-fly
deploy spoiler/dive brake as needed for descent control
continuously at the Landing environment

Exercise 3 – Calibration
In this exercise, the Windows in the Sky are used to show the actual position of the glider (horizontally &
vertically) compared to where it should be at critical points in the landing pattern. The objective of this series
of flights is to continue the transition to purely-visual recognition of the glider’s physical relationship to the
landing area.
Set-up
• Select Free Flight
• Load User Flight Plan == Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_09_LT.fpl
• Start Flight
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON
• Press CNTL + F1
Figure 58
Play-by-Play
1. Look to the right at the IP of the landing pattern
(Figure 58). Zoom IN/OUT as desired.
Note the terrain features in the vicinity of the IP.

2. Press “J” to turn the windows OFF.
Visualize the IP in 3-dimensional space, e.g.,
over the corner of that medium-green field, near
those small groves of trees, at an altitude of 1800
feet MSL.” (Figure 59)

Figure 59
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Exercise 3 – Calibration == Play-by-Play (cont.)
3. As in the previous flight performance exercises, your first objective is to fly out past the IP, turn around, and
fly back through it on your way to the airport. The challenge in this exercise is that you won’t be able to see
the IP, or for that matter any of the other windows as you navigate the remainder of the traffic pattern.
You will need to depend on the visual perceptions of glide angle and distance from the landing area
imprinted in the first two exercises, cross-referenced with altimeter readouts.
If at any point in the flight, you become disoriented
• Center
the view forward (simultaneous clicks of the Left + Right mouse buttons)
• Correct
the pitch attitude and bank angle
• Press “J”
to turn the windows ON
• Press “P”
to PAUSE the simulation
• Look around to determine where you are (use an external (F2) view if necessary)
• Think about where you are, where you need to be, and how you are going to get there
• Press “P”
to resume the simulation
• Press “J”
to turn the windows OFF
• Continue
flying toward the next objective
4. To begin the exercise
• Center the view forward
• Press
CNTL + F1 to reinstate the cockpit
• Press
ESC
• Select READY FOR FLIGHT
5. Stabilize the glider’s airspeed at 42 knots
6. Use your View Control and Wing-Tip turning techniques to
• clear the airspace to your right
• turn right toward the IP
7. Keep in mind you are solving a three-dimensional navigation problem. The IP is not simply a place on the
ground (latitude/longitude); it is also an altitude. For the approach to Runway 9 at Murska-Sobota, under
no-wind conditions, the IP altitude is 1800-1900 feet MSL; 200-300 feet above the airport’s traffic pattern
altitude of 1606 feet MSL.
As you navigate out past the IP and then back toward the airport
• maintain situational awareness by keeping the IP in site at all times
• manage your altitude to arrive at the IP-inbound at 1800-1900 feet MSL
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Exercise 3 – Calibration == Play-by-Play (cont.)
8. Upon sensing you are IP-inbound, i.e., passing through the IP window headed toward the airport
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON
• Press “P” to PAUSE the simulation
• Determine where you are relative to the actual IP window
(Figure 60)
You may need to switch to an external (F2) view (Figure 61)
• Look
at the airport
Figure 60

Figure 61

To the extent you are not where you thought you were (IP-inbound), “recalibrate” your imprinted image of
what the landing environment looks like at this point in the approach.
To the extent you are higher than the center of the window, the angle to the landing area should appear
steeper than you have experienced to this point. Imprint a new mental image of what “too high at the IP”
looks like.
To the extent you are below the center of window, the angle to the landing area should appear shallower
(flatter) than it previously has at this point in the approach. Create a mental image of “too low at the IP”.
If you are considerably off to one side of the IP window, the directional angle into the runway will appear
proportionately more or less than 45 degrees. Note the difference for future reference.
Note:
If the glider cockpit contacts any part of a window, Condor will emit a tone and issue the message
“Your Name started task (turned Downwind, turned Base, turned Final Approach, etc.)”.
If the glider cockpit passes outside the limits of a window, but some other part of the glider (e.g., the wing)
penetrates any edge of the window, Condor will sound a tone and issue the message
“Your Name got penalty for touching turn-point window”
Don’t be concerned; you weren’t actually penalized.
If you don’t hear a tone or see a message, the glider missed the window entirely; but take heart. What
matters is not whether you hit or missed the window, but the degree to which you were close to it.
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Exercise 3 – Calibration == Play-by-Play (cont.)
9. From your current position, look at the 2nd window in the sequence; the turn to the Downwind leg.
• Press “P” to resume the simulation
• Press “J” to turn the windows OFF
When you sense it is time to turn onto the Downwind leg
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON
• Press “P” to PAUSE the simulation
•

Compare

the glider’s position to that of the 2nd wind

•

Look

at the airport (F1 – cockpit view).
To the extent you are not where you thought you were (about to turn Downwind), create a
mental image of this situation. Note how the view of the landing area differs from the sight
picture you have come to expect at this point in the landing pattern. Note any difference
between your altitude and the traffic pattern altitude of 1606 feet MSL (1000 feet AGL).
If you are exactly (or reasonably close to) the 2nd window, Congratulations! If not,
recalibrate, and keep in mind that learning is based on repeated experience.

10. From your current position, look at the 3rd window in the sequence; the Turn-to-Base.
• Press “P” to resume the simulation
Complete the turn onto the Downwind leg, then line up with and establish your descent
profile to the 3rd window
•

Press “J” to turn the windows OFF

•

Shift

your view to the left and maintain visual contact with the landing area
Use the wingtip-reference technique to control the bank attitude of the glider

•

Fly

the Downwind leg until you sense it is time to turn Base

•
•

Press “J” to turn the windows ON
Press “P” to PAUSE the simulation

•
•

Compare
Note

your position to that of the 3rd window
your altitude. It should be 1200-1400 feet MSL (600-800 feet AGL)

•

Look

at the airport using the (F1) Cockpit view
The view of the landing area may be mostly obscured by the wing, but ideally you do not
want to completely lose sight of the airport, at least not for long. Your ability to evaluate
the angular relationship to the landing area depends on your ability to see it.

•

Look

at your left wingtip
From Condor’s ASK-13 cockpit, whatever you see off your wingtip is directly abeam the
aircraft. At this point in the approach, if you are properly positioned, you should see the
Turn-to-Final (4th) window directly off your left wingtip. Recall that the proper time to
turn Base is when you are directly abeam the point you intend to turn Final, i.e. any second
now.
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Exercise 3 – Calibration == Play-by-Play (cont.)
11. From your current position, look at the 4th window in the sequence; the start of the Final approach
• Press “P” to resume the simulation
Use your wingtip-based visual reference to keep the landing area in view. Fly through the
3rd window (if you haven’t already) and turn left toward the Final Approach (4th) window.
Adjust your view forward as you turn to keep the Final Approach window in sight. Stop
your turn when headed 90 degrees (perpendicular) to the Final approach leg.
•

Press “J” to turn the windows OFF

•

Shift

your view to the left to reestablish visual contact with the landing area
Use your wingtip-reference technique to control the bank attitude of the glider.

•

Fly

the Base leg until you sense it is time to start the turn onto the Final Approach leg, then
make the turn and line up with the extended runway centerline

•
•

Press “J” to turn the windows ON
Press “P” to PAUSE the simulation

•
•
•
•

Evaluate
Note
Note
Note

your position relative to the Final Approach (4th) window
your altitude
target == 900-1000 feet MSL (300-400 feet AGL)
your airspeed
target == 42 knots (calm air speed-to-fly)
your dive brake position
target == approximately ½ deployed

12. If you have not already passed the Final Approach window
• Press “P” to resume the simulation
• Fly
passed the Final Approach window
• Press “P” to PAUSE the simulation
13. From your current position.
• Note
the position of the Final Approach Aim Point (base of the pole on the runway)
• Press “P” to resume the simulation
• Press “J” to turn the windows OFF
14. Fly a controlled descent to the Aim Point
15. Before contacting the ground
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON
• Press “P” to PAUSE the simulation
•

Compare

•
•
•

Press ESC
Click Exit Flight
Click OK

your position to that of the Final Approach Aim Point
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Exercise 3 – Calibration == Play-by-Play (cont.)
16. Select a DEBRIEFING option
• REFLY
Repeats the exercise without performing an evaluation
• ANALYSE FLIGHT
Performs an immediate Flight Analysis
• SAVE FLIGHT TRACK Saves the flight for evaluation using the Flight Analysis function on
Condor’s main menu
• SAVE REPLAY
Saves the flight for evaluation using the View Replay function on Condor’s
main menu
• DONE
Returns to Condor’s main menu
Exercise 4 – Look Ma, No Windows
In this series of flights, your objective is to fly the entire traffic pattern without reference to the windows, using
only your visual reference to the airport with an occasional cross-reference to the altimeter and airspeed
indicator. To maintain situational awareness, you will need to use a wingtip visual reference as you navigate
around the IP, and again while on the Downwind and Base legs.
This exercise has the greatest similarity to flying traffic patterns in the real world.
Exercise 4 == Demonstration
Setup
• View Replay == Landing_Pattern_E4_Demo.rpy
Play-by-Play
09:00:11 – 09:01:41
The flight begins over the approach end of Runway 27 at Murska-Sobota. The pilot clears the airspace to the
right and initiates a turn toward the IP for a standard landing pattern to Runway 9.
09:01:42 – 09:02:22
The view is directed to the left to maintain visual contact with the IP as the glider is positioned for a reversing
turn back toward the airport.
09:02:23 – 09:02:50
The view is directed back over the left wing as the pilot initiates a turn onto the Entry leg of the landing pattern.
Throughout the turn, the point-of-view is adjusted to keep both the IP and the airport in sight.
09:02:51 – 09:03:02
With the airport straight ahead, the view is centered and the turn onto the Entry leg is completed. The aircraft is
positioned at 45 degrees to the Downwind leg, 250 feet above the traffic pattern altitude of 1606 feet MSL.
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Exercise 4 == Demonstration == Play-by-Play (cont.)
09:03:03 – 09:03:50
While on the Entry leg, the pilot initiates a descent to pattern altitude and begins running the prelanding
checklist.
09:03:50 – 09:04:10
Sensing that the glider is in position to turn Downwind, the pilot takes a look at the airport before clearing the
airspace to the right and initiating the turn onto the Downwind leg.
09:04:11 – 09:05:00
Once stabilized on Downwind, the view is shifted to the left to maintain visual contact with the landing area.
Based on the visual angle to the runway, the pilot senses the need to further increase the rate of descent and
opens the dive brake. The glider is exactly at the pattern entry altitude of 1000 feet AGL (1606 feet MSL) but
needs to descend an additional 300-400 feet before turning onto the Base leg.
While on Downwind, the pilot
• monitors the landing area to ensure it remains safe to land
• visualizes the point in 3-dimensional space (altitude and distance from the Aim Point) at which to
initiate the turn onto Final
09:05:01 – 09:05:22
Directly abeam the anticipated turn to Final, the pilot initiates a left turn onto the Base leg. The glider is exactly
700 feet above the landing area and 300-400 above the altitude at which it will turn Final.
As the glider turns onto Base, the pilot monitors the angular relationship to the landing area by maintaining
visual contact with the runway.
09:05:23 – 09:05:45
The view is momentarily shifted forward to help stabilize the glider, then shifted back to the left to re-establish
visual contact with the runway.
09:05:46 – 09:06:10
While maintaining visual contact with the landing area, the pilot turns Final and has the aircraft stabilized
(configured to land, on-speed, on-glidepath, aligned with the runway) onto an optimized descent profile 300400 feet above and ½ - ¾ mile from the Aim Point of the approach.
09:06:11 – 09:06:45
The pilot flies a stabilized Final Approach to the Aim Point.
As the demonstration ends
• Press
ESC
• Click
EXIT REPLAY
• Click
OK
• Select Cancel to return to Condor’s main menu
or
• Press “|<<”
to reset the demonstration to the beginning
• Press “P”
to restart the demonstration
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Exercise 4 == Flight Performance
Setup
•
•
•
•
•

Select
Load
Start
Press
Select

Free Flight
User Flight Plan == Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_09_LT.fpl
Flight
ESC
Ready for Flight

Objective
• Fly standard landing patterns to Runway 9 without using the Windows.
Before contacting the ground on Final Approach
• Press “P”
to PAUSE the simulation
• Press
ESC
• Click
EXIT FLIGHT
• Click
OK
Select a DEBRIEFING option
• REFLY
• ANALYSE FLIGHT
• SAVE FLIGHT TRACK
•

SAVE REPLAY

•

DONE

Repeats the exercise without performing an evaluation
Performs an immediate Flight Analysis
Saves the flight for evaluation using the Flight Analysis function on
Condor’s main menu
Saves the flight for evaluation using the View Replay function on Condor’s
main menu
Returns to Condor’s main menu
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Exercise 5 – Strictly Visual
This exercise is designed to fine-tune your visual reference skills by removing all other frames of reference,
e.g., cockpit instrumentation. Except for the yaw string, this exercise literally provides a “bird’s eye view”.
Condor’s No Cockpit view (Figure 62) was designed to be used in simulations incorporating an actual glider
fuselage, e.g., from a wreck. In these implementations, Condor’s flight instruments are displayed on a separate
monitor located behind the physical glider’s instrument panel (the actual instruments having been removed). To
avoid duplication within the pilot’s field view, the Condor software removes the glider fuselage and instrument
panel graphics from the No Cockpit view. Only the yaw string remains.
Figure 62
For instructional purposes, the No Cockpit view is
Condor’s equivalent of covering the instruments in a
real glider; forcing the pilot to rely solely on visual
cues.
My experience, in both simulation-based and aircraftbased flight training, is that landing pattern quality and
accuracy actually improve when the distraction of
flight instrumentation is removed.
Exercise 5 == Demonstration
Setup
• View
•
•
•
•
•

Press
Press
Press
Press
Press

Replay ==
“|<<”
F9
CNTL + F1
F9
“P”

Landing_Pattern_E4_Demo.rpy
to reset the demonstration to the beginning
to turn the Replay camera OFF
to invoke No-Cockpit mode
to turn the Replay camera ON
to start the demonstration

As the demonstration ends
• Press
ESC
• Click
EXIT REPLAY
• Click
OK
• Select Cancel
to return to Condor’s main menu
or
• Press “|<<”
to reset the demonstration to the beginning
• Press “P”
to restart the demonstration
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Exercise 5 == Flight Performance
Maintaining control of the glider without the visual reference of the cockpit can be challenging.
Helpful hints
• Move the flight controls slowly and in small increments
• Avoid moving the flight controls and adjusting the view at the same time
• Initiate turns while looking straight ahead
Once stabilized in the turn, re-acquire your visual target and adjust the view to keep it in sight
• Use View-Centering (simultaneous Left + Right mouse buttons) as needed to look straight ahead at the
horizon and reestablish the desired pitch and bank attitudes
• As a last resort
o press CNTL + F1 to reinstate the cockpit
o get
yourself squared away
o press CNTL + F1 to return to No Cockpit mode
Be patient. As with all new skills, this one will get easier with experience.
This feature of Condor enables a high level of visual training not possible in the real world. With the
dramatically-improved field of view it provides, you may even come to prefer this visual mode.
Setup
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select
Load
Start
Press
Press
Select

Free Flight
User Flight Plan == Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_09_LT.fpl
Flight
CNTL + F1
ESC
READY FOR FLIGHT

Objective
• Fly standard landing patterns to Runway 9
Before contacting the ground on Final Approach
• Press “P”
to PAUSE the simulation
• Press
ESC
• Click
EXIT FLIGHT
• Click
OK
Select a DEBRIEFING option
• REFLY
• ANALYSE FLIGHT
• SAVE FLIGHT TRACK
•

SAVE REPLAY

•

DONE

Repeats the exercise without performing an evaluation
Performs an immediate Flight Analysis
Saves the flight for evaluation using the Flight Analysis function on
Condor’s main menu
Saves the flight for evaluation using the View Replay function on Condor’s
main menu
Returns to Condor’s main menu
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Exercise 6 == Standard Traffic (Landing) Pattern – Runway 27 – Murska-Sobota
Now that you are comfortable flying landing patterns into Runway 9, it is time apply your skills in a slightly
different situation.
Set-up
• Select Free Flight
• Load User Flight Plan == Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_27_LT.fpl
• Start Flight
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON (optional)
• Press ESC
• Select READY FOR FLIGHT
Objective
• Fly standard (Left-Traffic) landing patterns to Runway 27
Before contacting the ground on Final Approach,
• Press “P”
to PAUSE the simulation
• Press
ESC
• Click
EXIT FLIGHT
• Click
OK
Select a DEBRIEFING option
• REFLY
• ANALYSE FLIGHT
• SAVE FLIGHT TRACK
•

SAVE REPLAY

•

DONE

Repeats the exercise without performing an evaluation
Performs an immediate Flight Analysis
Saves the flight for evaluation using the Flight Analysis function on
Condor’s main menu
Saves the flight for evaluation using the View Replay function on Condor’s
main menu
Returns to Condor’s main menu
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Exercise 7 == Right-Hand Traffic (Landing) Patterns
The Federal regulation (14 CFR 91.126(b)(1)) requires “airplanes” to make all turns to the left, while in the
traffic pattern (an entry leg is not a traffic pattern component), unless otherwise indicated or published.
However, because a glider is not an “airplane”, 14 CFR 91.126(b)(1) does not apply to gliders.
That said, local operating procedures, runways having published right-hand-turn traffic patterns, or
circumstances (e.g. insufficient altitude to complete the standard landing pattern) may require execution of a
right-traffic landing pattern.
Essentially, a right-traffic landing pattern is the mirror image of a standard (left traffic) landing pattern.
In this exercise, you will be flying “Right Traffic” to both Runway 9 and Runway 27 at Murska-Sobota. To
facilitate visualization and evaluation of these flights, specific Flight Plans have been developed for each
procedure that incorporate the Highway in the Sky (HITS) visual aid.
Exercise 7.1 == Flight Performance == Right Traffic – Runway 9 – Murska Sobota
Set-up
• Select Free Flight
• Load User Flight Plan == Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_09_RT.fpl
• Start Flight
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON (optional)
• Press ESC
• Select READY FOR FLIGHT
Objective
• Fly Right-Traffic landing patterns to Runway 9
Before contacting the ground on Final Approach
• Press “P”
to PAUSE the simulation
• Press
ESC
• Click
EXIT FLIGHT
• Click
OK
Select a DEBRIEFING option
• REFLY
• ANALYSE FLIGHT
• SAVE FLIGHT TRACK
•

SAVE REPLAY

•

DONE

Repeats the exercise without performing an evaluation
Performs an immediate Flight Analysis
Saves the flight for evaluation using the Flight Analysis function on
Condor’s main menu
Saves the flight for evaluation using the View Replay function on Condor’s
main menu
Returns to Condor’s main menu
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Exercise 7.2 == Flight Performance == Right Traffic – Runway 27 – Murska Sobota
Set-up
• Select Free Flight
• Load User Flight Plan == Landing_Pattern_Murska_Sobota_HITS_Rwy_27_RT.fpl
• Start Flight
• Press “J” to turn the windows ON (optional)
• Press ESC
• Select READY FOR FLIGHT
Objective
• Fly Right-Traffic landing patterns to Runway 27
Before contacting the ground on Final Approach
• Press “P” to PAUSE the simulation
• Press
ESC
• Click
EXIT FLIGHT
• Click
OK
Select a DEBRIEFING option
• REFLY
• ANALYSE FLIGHT
• SAVE FLIGHT TRACK
•

SAVE REPLAY

•

DONE

Repeats the exercise without performing an evaluation
Performs an immediate Flight Analysis
Saves the flight for evaluation using the Flight Analysis function on
Condor’s main menu
Saves the flight for evaluation using the View Replay function on Condor’s
main menu
Returns to Condor’s main menu
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Exercise 8 == Landing Patterns at Unfamiliar Airports
In this exercise you’ll be flying landing patterns into unfamiliar airports. Challenges will include lack of
familiar ground features for use as positional references and not knowing the airport elevation, therefore not
having MSL altitude references for various positions within the landing pattern, e.g., the traffic pattern altitude
of 1606 feet MSL at Murska-Sobota.
The good news is the angular visual reference skills developed to this point in the lesson will enable you to
easily recognize whether you are properly positioned horizontally and vertically with respect to the landing
area.
The Documents section of this lesson includes Flight Plans for all 8 airports within the Condor Version 1.1.5
landscape. The Murska-Sobota airport has four Flight Plans, all of which use the HITS (Highway in the Sky)
visual aid; the Flight Plans for the 7 other airports do not. All the Flight Plans specify No-Wind conditions.
Exercise 8 == Demonstration
This demonstration introduces you to the process of flying a landing approach into an unfamiliar airport.
Setup
• View Replay == Landing_Pattern_E8_Demo.rpy
Play-by-Play
09:00:00 – 09:00:22
As the demonstration begins, the view changes to an
external (F2) view of the glider to better establish the
orientation of the glider to the airport and an overall
perception of the surrounding terrain.
•

Press “P”

•
•

Press F9
Use

Figure 63

to PAUSE the demonstration as the
view matches Figure 63
to turn the Replay camera OFF
your mouse to orient the image to
magnetic north (Figure 64)

The glider is directly above the approach ends of
Runways 14 at Slovenj-Gradec. This airport is
interesting in that it has parallel runways; one hard
surface, the other grass.

Figure 64

While approaching to land at this airport, gliders may
use left or right traffic to either runway, however
collision avoidance considerations would suggest (and
local operating procedures may require) approaching a
given runway from the corresponding side of the
airport, i.e.,
o approaching the hard-surface runway from the
northeast (upper-right corner of Figure 64)
o approaching the grass runway from the southwest (lower-left corner of Figure 64)
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Exercise 8 == Demonstration == Play-by-Play (cont.)
•
•

Press F9
Press “P”

to turn the Replay camera ON
to resume the demonstration

09:00:22 – 09:01:08
The airport is in a valley with relatively high terrain to the left of the glider, open valley behind, a lower ridge to
the right, and rising terrain ahead.
•

Press “P”

to PAUSE the simulation as the view shifts back inside the cockpit

Your first order of business is to determine the landing runway. More often than not, the direction of the wind
makes the determination, i.e., the landing should be made as directly as possible into (opposite the direction of)
the wind. In a no-wind situation (as in this exercise) the pilot is free to land on any runway. The hard-surface
Runway 14 has been selected for this demonstration.
The next consideration is whether to fly left or right traffic to hard-surface Runway 14. Given that the glider
appears to have sufficient altitude to execute a complete landing pattern; and given the layout of the airport
(parallel runways); and absent any published specification or ground-based indication (e.g., a segmented circle)
to the contrary, left (standard) traffic was selected for this demonstration.
The next task is to determine the IP for the approach, i.e., the position relative to the airport from which to begin
the Entry leg of the landing pattern. Given the orientation of the glider to the selected runway, the IP for a
standard landing pattern would be 45 degrees to the left.
Figure 65
09:01:08 – 09:01:40
• Press “P” to resume the demonstration
The pilot looks left and visualizes the location of the IP
(Figure 65) and then looks back straight ahead.

For future reference, the IPs for the other 3 approaches
into Slovenj-Gradec are described and imaged below.
•
•
•

(Figure 66)
(Figure 67)
(Figure 68)

Right traffic hard-surface Runway 5 == 45 degrees back over the left wing
Right traffic
grass Runway 14 == 45 degrees to the right
Left traffic
grass Runway 5 == 45 degrees back over the right wing

Figure 66

Figure 67

Figure 68
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Exercise 8 == Demonstration == Play-by-Play (cont.)
09:01:40 – 09:02:40
As the flight begins the pilot stabilizes the airspeed at 42 knots, clears the airspace to the left, and initiates a turn
toward the IP.
09:02:40 – 09:03:05
Anticipating the turn back to the airport, the pilot surveys the terrain in both directions. Rising terrain on the
left and falling terrain on the right suggest a right reversing turn to be the most prudent.
09:03:05 – 09:05:00
When flying away from the airport, “out of sight, out
of mind” may eventually result in an unpleasant
surprise.

Figure 69

To reestablish situational awareness, the pilot initiates
a turn meant to bring the airport back into view.
•

Press “P” to PAUSE the demonstration as the
view matches Figure 69

The steep angular relationship to the airport in
indicates plenty of available altitude, so the pilot decides to continue flying out toward the IP.
•

Press “P” to resume the demonstration

09:05:00 – 09:06:00
Sensing adequate distance from the airport, the pilot clears the airspace to the right, initiates a reversing turn
onto the Entry leg of the landing pattern, and begins running the pre-landing checklist.
09:06:00 – 09:06:30
Visualizing the turn to the Downwind as ½ to ¾ of a
mile abeam the mid-point of the runway (Figure 70),
the pilot monitors the angular relationship to the
airport.
09:06:30 – 09:07:00
Sensing an arrival onto Downwind at too high an
altitude, the pilot begins modulating the dive brakes to
adjust the rate of descent.

Figure 70
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Exercise 8 == Demonstration == Play-by-Play (cont.)
09:07:00 – 09:08:30
Sensing the appropriate lateral distance from the runway, the pilot clears the airspace to the right, looks back to
the airport, and initiates the turn onto Downwind.
While on Downwind,
• the pilot maintains an appropriate lateral distance from the runway, thereby ensuring a proper descent
profile for the Base leg
• surveys the runway environment to ensure it
Figure 71
remains safe to land
• plans for contingencies
Coming abeam the selected Aim Point of the
approach, the pilot visualizes the Final Approach leg
(Figure 71), specifically the altitude and distance from
the Aim Point at which to turn Final.
Dive brakes are further deployed to begin a descent
toward the turn onto Base.
Figure 72
09:08:30 – 09:08:56
As the glider comes abeam the visualized turn to Final
(Figure 72), the pilot initiates a left turn onto Base.
The view is continuously adjusted to keep the Turn-toFinal in view, then centered to help stabilize the glider
to wings-level.

09:08:56 – 09:09:13
The view is redirected to the landing area (Figure 73).
Sensing the glide angle to the runway is too shallow
(the glider is lower than it should be), the pilot closes
the dive brake to minimize the rate of descent.

Figure 73
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Exercise 8 == Demonstration == Play-by-Play (cont.)
09:09:13 – 09:10:02
The pilot initiates the turn onto Final Approach, establishes a stabilized, optimized descent profile (Figure 74)
and flies the approach to the Aim Point (hard-surface runway threshold) (Figure 75).
Note the airport elevation of 1640 MSL (Figure 75). This is your first indication of the field elevation at this
airport; a useful piece of information for the up-coming Flight Analysis/Evaluation.
Figure 74

As the demonstration ends
• Press
ESC
• Click
EXIT REPLAY
• Click
OK
To return to Condor’s main menu
• Select Cancel
To repeat the demonstration
• Press “|<<” to reset the demonstration to the beginning
• Press “P”
to restart the demonstration

Figure 75
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Exercise 8 == Flight Analysis/Evaluation
An evaluation of this demonstration flight was made possible by saving the exercise as a Flight Track (.ftr) from
the DEBRIEFING panel displayed upon EXIT from the originating Free Flight session.
This section of the exercise demonstrates how to perform a Flight Analysis.
Set-up
• Select
• Load
• Click
• Press
• Press
Set-up Options
• Specify

FLIGHT ANALYSIS
from Condor’s main menu
Landing_Pattern_E8_Demo.ftr from the Open flight track panel
OK
“>||”
to start/pause the playback
“[<<”
to re-initiate the playback
Playback parameters
o Draw task
o Draw CNs
o Complete track
o Replay speed

•

Select

Panel Display
o Map (default)
== ground track
o Barograph
==
vertical profile
o Map + Barograph == ground track + vertical profile

•

Adjust

Map Scale
o Right click
o Select == View
o Select == Zoom In/Out
o Left click

•

Reposition the glider icon
o Placing the cursor at a point on the ground track
o Right-click
o Select == Jump here
o Left click

Play-by-Play
Recommendations
• Zoom IN
one level
• Select
Replay speed = 8x
09:00:00 – 09:01:40
No action. The pilot is surveying the local terrain.
09:01:40 – 09:03:10
The flight begins with the glider turning left 45 degrees toward the IP.
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Exercise 8 == Flight Analysis/Evaluation == Play-by-Play (cont.)
09:03:10 – 09:05:00
To reestablish situational awareness, the pilot initiates a turn to bring the airport back into view.
Based on the steep angular relationship to the airport, the pilot decides to continue flying out toward the IP.
09:05:00– 09:06:00
The pilot makes a reversing turn back toward the
airport and heads toward an entry to the Downwind
leg. The glider is now IP-inbound (Figure 76).
•

Figure 76

Press “P” to PAUSE the playback at 09:06:00

Altitude

2930 feet MSL
1290 feet above the airport
290 feet above pattern entry altitude
Perfect

Position

1 nautical mile from Downwind entry
Perfect

Airspeed 44 knots (target = 42 knots)
Private Pilot standard == -5/+10 knots
09:06:00– 09:07:45
The glider is established on Downwind, abeam the
midpoint of the runway (Figure 77).
•

Press “P” to PAUSE the playback at 09:07:45

Altitude

2549 feet MSL
909 AGL (target = 1000 AGL)
Manageable: not bad for not knowing the
field elevation of the airport

Position

½ nautical mile abeam the runway
(target ½ - ¾ nautical mile)
Perfect

Airspeed 43 knots (target = 42 knots)
Private Pilot standard == -5/+10 knots

Figure 77
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Exercise 8 == Flight Analysis/Evaluation == Play-by-Play (cont.)
09:07:45 – 09:08:38
The glider is abeam the Turn-to-Final (Figure 78).
•

Figure 78

Press “P” to PAUSE the playback at 09:08:38

Altitude

2247 feet MSL
607 AGL (target = 600-800 AGL)
200-300 feet above the Turn to Final
(target = 300-400 above Turn-to-Final)
Manageable

Position

abeam the Turn to Final
Perfect

Airspeed 44 knots (target = 42 knots)
Private Pilot standard == -5/+10 knots
09:08:38– 09:09:30
The glider is stabilized on Final Approach (Figure 79).
•

Figure 79

Press “P” to PAUSE the playback at 09:09:30

Altitude

1955 feet MSL
315 AGL (target = 300-400 AGL)
Good

Position

aligned with runway
.4 nautical miles from Aim Point
(target = ½ to ¾ nautical miles)
Manageable

Airspeed 46 knots (target = 42 knots)
Private Pilot standard == -5/+10 knots
09:09:30– 09:10:02
Altitude 1657 feet MSL (17 feet AGL)
Position

aligned with runway
at the Aim Point
(Figure 80)
Perfect

Airspeed 45 knots (target = 42 knots)
Private Pilot standard == -5/+10 knots
Depending on how you initiated the Flight Analysis
• Press Exit to return to
o Condor’s main menu
o the DEBRIEFING panel

Figure 80
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Exercise 8 == Flight Performance
Your assignment for this rather extensive practice exercise is to fly both right-traffic and left-traffic landing
patterns, to both ends of the runway, at each of the remaining 7 airports in the Slovenia 1.0 landscape.
Set-up
• Select Free Flight
• Load User Flight Plan
o Landing_Pattern_Ajdovscina.fpl
o Landing_Pattern_Celje.fpl
o Landing_Pattern_Lesce_Bled.fpl
o Landing_Pattern_Novo_Mesto.fpl
o Landing_Pattern_Postojna.fpl
o Landing_Pattern_Ptuj.fpl
o Landing_Pattern_Sloven_Gradec.fpl
• Start Flight
• Press ESC
• Select READY FOR FLIGHT
Objective
• Fly all four landing patterns for the selected airport
On each flight, before contacting the ground on Final Approach
• Press “P”
to PAUSE the simulation
• Press
ESC
• Click
EXIT FLIGHT
• Click
OK
Select a DEBRIEFING option
• REFLY
• ANALYSE FLIGHT
• SAVE FLIGHT TRACK
•

SAVE REPLAY

•

DONE

Repeats the exercise without performing an evaluation
Performs an immediate Flight Analysis
Saves the flight for evaluation using the Flight Analysis function on
Condor’s main menu
Saves the flight for evaluation using the View Replay function on Condor’s
main menu
Returns to Condor’s main menu
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Congratulations
You have completed a very extensive, but important phase in your flight training.
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